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EURUSD Bouncing Nicely, Potential for Further Rise

Charts by Tradingview

EURUSD, H4
Weekly Technical Report

Last Week
Price testing our major
support area and is
holding nicely above
that area.

This Week
With Stochastic
bouncing nicely from
our 7% support level, we
could potentially see a
corresponding bounce in
price above our 1st
support at 1.1174,
pushing it up to 1st
resistance at 1.1336.
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GBPUSD On Major Support, Potential Bounce

Charts by Tradingview

USDCHF, H4
Weekly Technical Report

Last Week
USDCHF rallied nicely
last week and is now
testing 1st resistance at
1.0015.

This Week
With price now at strong
1st resistance at 1.0015
along with Stochastic at
major 98% resistance, we
could potentially see a
strong drop all the way to
1st support at 0.9901.
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GBPUSD On Major Support, Potential Bounce

Charts by Tradingview

GBPUSD, H4
Weekly Technical Report

Last Week
Price bounced nicely
above our first support
level.

This Week
Price is now right above a
strong support area at 1.2978
and a potential bounce could
occur from here pushing
price all the way up to our 1st
resistance level at 1.3357. A
break above our intermediate
resistance at 1.3231 could
provide the bullish
acceleration to our 1st
resistance level.
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USDJPY On Major Resistance, Potential Drop
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USDJPY, H4
Weekly Technical Report

Last Week
Price reversed nicely
from our first resistance
level.

This Week
Price is reversing nicely
from our first resistance
level at 111.69 and a
strong drop could occur
from here pushing price
all the way down to our
1st support level at
110.79.
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AUDUSD Approaching Major Resistance, Potential Drop
AUDUSD, H4
Weekly Technical Report

Last Week
Price hovered about our
first support and first
resistance level.

This Week
Price is approaching our
first resistance at
0.7166 where a strong
drop could occur from
here pushing price all
the way down to our 1st
support level at 0.7047.
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NZDUSD On Major Support, Potential Bounce
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NZDUSD, H4
Weekly Technical Report

Last Week
Price dropped down
nicely to reach our 1st
support level.

This Week
Price is now right above
a strong support area at
0.6720 and a potential
bounce could occur
from here pushing price
all the way up to our 1st
resistance level at
0.6829.
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USDCAD Making A Bullish Breakout, Potential Rally
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USDCAD, H4
Weekly Technical Report

Last Week
Price has made a bullish
breakout of our
Ichimoku cloud and
horizontal resistance.

This Week
Price is now over strong
1st support at 1.3372
and has also made a
bullish exit from our
Ichimoku cloud,
suggesting that a
potential rally could
occur from here pushing
prices up to our 1st
resistance at 1.3469.
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Gold Bouncing Nicely, Further Upside Potential

Charts by Tradingview

XAUUSD, H4
Weekly Technical Report

Last Week
Price has bounced nicely
above our 1st support
level.

This Week
Further rise could occur
after price has bounced
really nicely above our
1st support at 1283.93.
Our next resistance is at
1309.13.
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Silver Testing Resistance, Potential Bullish Breakout
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XAGUSD, H4
Weekly Technical Report

Last Week
Price has bounced nicely
above our 1st support
and is testing
intermediate resistance
at 15.16.

This Week
Price is above nice
support at 14.91 whilst
displaying bullish
divergence versus
Stochastic. Potential
rally up to 1st resistance
at 15.60 if we can see a
break of our 15.16
resistance.
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